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A comprehensive and accessible illustrated instruction to underwear from intimates expert Cora Harrington, founder of
The Lingerie Addict, the internet's top intimate apparel blog page.While many love the thought of wearing special
underthings, lingerie can be intimidating. In this beautiful and empowering guide, underwear expert Cora Harrington
demystifies intimate attire, making it accessible to all or any sizes, age groups, and budgets. Covering from fundamental
bras and panties to special event wear, shapewear, hosiery, corsets, and more, this no-nonsense handbook empowers
you to confidently purchase, wear, and look after the underpinnings of your dreams. Is lingerie actually for me? How is it
likely to fit? How do you take care of it all?
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Great for anyone from age 15 on. Great Gift! There are a lot of books on Lingerie. Most of them are about a specific type
of lingerie or about how to make it. It is a complex subject, moreso than I believe most people realize. Also having done
quite a lot of independent analysis into vintage lingerie and corsets through the years for cosplaying and retro
reenactment events, I never considered precisely how varied underwear was.. The fact to Cora Harrington provides
shared her experience with most of us in such an easy to understand and accessible way - well, I am thankful and
beyond impressed. After that by the end of the explanation, you realize you are just as passionate about that subject? As
someone who developed a very full bust very early and had no idea what to do with this body I'd instantly grown, I
desperately desire a book this useful and celebratory have been around within my preteen and teenager years. It's super
educational, with beautiful Illustrations and non-judgemental, inclusive information. This publication is amazing in a
number of key ways. I'll provide a overview of whats obtainable in the book. I will find myself referencing this reserve
probably for the rest of my life.In Intimate Details is a reserve that educates in a adorable, intellectual way. You can
show that Cora Harrington simply wants to share her passion with you and help you find after that suit you greatest. My
suggestion is that you ought to start with the book and go to the Blog to learn more. The watercolor illustrations are so
beautiful, I would like to leave the book available to a different web page on my coffee desk every day. Bras, Underwear,
Shapewear, Hosiery, Loungewear, How exactly to shop both in store and online, and treatment of your Underwear. I came
across that all of them are comprehensive without feeling like you are slogging through a non fiction publication.
Discover out with this publication! You know those amazing teachers you only get to take a class from once who are
passionate and so are very good at explaining something without making you feel stupid? I hardly ever stepped back and
viewed it all together. Yeah, that's Cora Harrington.Within each section on the main categories of lingerie, she breaks it
into historical evolution (something I find amazing myself), basic information, main types of this category along with
some good guidelines to check out... I was beginning to love underwear before. There is also appendices which noises
droll but actually is a great, easy-to-navigate resource on bra sizing, underwear issues, and just what a good
fundamental set of Lingerie should be to begin.What I like best? I feel like generally there are these huge era gaps when
it comes to lingerie: for decades, no one really taught people about underwear, its background how it will fit, what it will
do, what it all meant; While she actually is inclusive and body positive throughout the whole book, she has important
sections in the appendices that really shine for inclusivity. She's sections for mastectomy fitting, trans/non-binary
fitting, pregnancy/maternity, physical disabilities, fibromyalgia and various other ailments, binders, breast
augmentation, etc and give tips about navigating those special issues when searching for and purchasing lingerie. There
is no judgement in these webpages. I did receive an Advance copy of the book for review.2. It's easy more than enough
to learn. There are beautiful illustrations to greatly help give visible representation to subject material. Its about
educating and assisting you, the reader. entertaining more than enough to read, that your teenager who is just starting
to wear true bras could examine it but also any veteran of putting on underwear would get something out of it. This
should be considered a must read for anyone even tangentially connected to lingerie: consumers, fitters, retailers,
brands, outfit designers, tailors, everyone! This is my comprehensive and honest opinion about the reserve. There is
nothing else enjoy it out there in a single easy to reference place. I'll let you know what I love best about it and I will let
you know who I think should read it. This reserve is a must-have guide for anybody who wears lingerie. Perfect I love this
reserve it’s extremely inclusive body positivity for trans and NB people there is also a page about binding. There is no
mention of lingerie brands in the book except brief historic citation. Corra teaches us the way the bra was created ( and
fueled by what historical trends) and also teaches you how to measure yourself correctly and how to figure out your bra
size the correct way!. In Intimate Detail offers you an incredible crash course in underwear history, what all of the terms
mean, how to pick what YOU want to wear, how to fit yourself, how to store, and includes details for trans and non-
binary lingerie enthusiasts. Then, stay tuned for last thoughts. I wish to buy a second one just so I can get some of the
prints framed.. For instance, about what kind of breast shape is commonly in fashion at a given time. I highly
recommend this book. It had been so good, I can't wait to get the finished version; I learned so very much. best
practices, if you will. High Quality Great quality book, paper, writing an subject matter.. It's beautiful to check out,
comprehensive, inclusive, and FASCINATING.. This book is the ultimate guidebook to all you ever wished, and NEEDED to



find out about lingerie. I am obsessed! I wish with my entire heart this book have been written when I was a teenager
This book is superb. Now. There are 3 main reasons for having this publication that I discover make it worthy to read:1.
instead, there all these unhelpful myths and weird "information" that are totally produced up however get repeated over
and over again. Brands and merchants hoarded knowledge, leaving consumers and lingerie enthusiasts confused or
having to wing it on their own.What I do not like: I would have liked to start to see the Corset section have more in it and
have illustrations.This book is broken down into several sections; In Intimate Fine detail made me do this. The Lingerie
Addict Blog, started by Harrington, is a perfect companion to this book. Lingerie can really be for everyone, which book
helps us understand why. It's also extraordinarily nonjudgmental, a actual feat to achieve. There is no other book on
lingerie enjoy it! Actually delivers context and perspective! I loved learning the history of certain underwear items and
how they progressed into their contemporary counterparts!! I liked reading it, and I wish to buy a copy for all my close
friends... It's inclusive and helpful for an array of troubles one will dsicover in their journey to love underwear and love
their bodies in underwear. We frequently assume these beauty standards have remained stable, but wrongly therefore. A
joy to read, learn from, get vocabulary, and inclusive to all or any types of experiences, too. Whoop! The best lingerie
resource in print today Beautiful coffee table book that's a lot more than only a pretty cover. It really is nothing less
than a comprehensive guide to lingerie for the present day woman. There is no "here's how to look skinnier for your guy!
It throughly clarifies different pieces and is easy to understand. Made a great gift!! There is more to lingerie than you
thought. It's narrated by the writer in a light hearted, kindly professor type of way. I was looking towards this book so I
came in expecting a lot, and I was still impressed. Strongly suggested! From choosing to looking after your lingerie.
Stage your lingerie video game up and browse this book! An Extravagant Delight This book is a treasure. Thoughtful and
completely written, while at exactly the same time beautifully illustrated. Cora goes into the history, care, and details of
lingerie like no-one else.. An excellent guide This is an extremely thorough and informative book. The book itself can be
gorgeous with wonderful illustrations. The author is very amply trained in this issue and the book overall is a joy to read.
Helpful information to everything lingerie. Must Read This beautiful book is gorgeously illustrated, and taught me a lot
more than I expected! It exemplifies how exactly we as women should view ourselves and our approach to lingerie -
carefully. It really is such a useful guide.. Love it I love this publication! I have been in the lingerie industry for several
years and haven’t seen anything like it." talk, only "some tips about what these different garments perform and how
they can fit" chat.3. It’s gorgeous and well written. I would suggest this book to anyone who just wants to learn more
about this field Great source of info on lingerie Great book! Beautiful things I have been following Cora for a long period
and may not wait when We heard she was writing her 1st reserve. A fully comprehensive reserve on all you have to to
know about your delicate's that even you grandmother didn't know. Beautifully written, but way more beautifully
illustrated. Everything you need and need to find out about lingerie! Learned so very much and the illustrations are
gorgeous! The lingerie inside can be depicted in beautiful intricate watercolors! Gorgeous Illustrations So fairly and
informative. own it in my own hands and on my shelf. It isn't hard to read. Fine books. An amazing and incredibly well
written reserve. As a lover of lingerie there was still plenty of me to learn, while still being a book I can read easily. An
excellent read and reference. It is an artisans book that you place together with your Fine art & What may i say?. The
book isn't about offering you anything. It’s the ultimate guide to lingerie, and with beautiful illustrations as well! I can't
await this author to create another book. I only with my boyfriend didn’t possess such babyish friends therefore i could
keep it on my coffee table ?
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